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Housing starts:
2003: 205,500
2004: 193,700
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2004: 380,900

Expect steady housing construction
Overview Housing starts: Canada’s housing

construction industry is on solid footing.
Economic growth will continue to
support new housing construction.  As
housing prices rise, so will the popularity
of relatively cheaper multiple dwellings.

House prices:  Resale markets are
tight, though they are showing signs of
cooling off. High levels of sales and a low
supply of new listings will keep house
prices growing , though the rate of
growth will slow down.

Resales: High demand for housing,
generated by growing employment and
incomes with historically low mortgage
rates, will keep resales high, but below
last year’s record.  (Details on Page 3)

British Columbia:  Improving economic performance combined with low
levels of vacant housing inventory will give B.C. the fastest growth in starts this
year. (See Page 9) 

Quebec:  Rising income, renewed consumer confidence, and low mortgage
rates will support home building. (See Page 14)

Ontario:  High immigration and low mortgage rates will keep inventories near
a record low and boost residential construction.  It is our view that SARS will
have a minimal impact on the housing market. (See Page 13)
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CMHC — HOME TO CANADIANS
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CMHC develops new ways to finance home purchases.   We encourage innovation in housing design and tech-
nology. Our mortgage loan insurance helps Canadians realize their dream of owning a home.
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improve the quality, accessibility and affordability of rental housing everywhere in Canada.

CMHC assistance helps low-income and older Canadians, people with disabilities and Aboriginals live in decent,
affordable homes.   We create jobs for Canadians with products and services that help the housing industry
export its knowledge and skills to other countries.

CMHC’s leading-edge research improves the quality and affordability of housing.   To help Canadians benefit
from our housing expertise and make informed decisions, CMHC has become Canada’s largest publisher of
housing information.   We also have Canada’s most comprehensive selection of information about homes and
housing.   Canadians can easily access our information through retail outlets and CMHC’s regional offices.
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National Housing Outlook

Singles starts will plateau

Single detached starts will plateau this year.  Last year was a
banner year when single starts grew by 30.6 per cent, the
second fastest pace since 1957, to reach 125,374 units and
posted their first year above 100,000 in over a decade.  In
our view, this pace of growth is not sustainable.  Indeed
activity is forecast to be flat or weaker in seven of the ten
provinces in 2003.  However,  growth is expected to occur
in Quebec, Saskatchewan and British Columbia, bucking the
national trend.  Despite the lack of growth, from a historical
perspective, the level of single starts is expected to still be
quite high, reaching 122,100 units in 2003.

The rapid increase in the rate of building over the past 18
months has led to trade labour shortages, and this raises the
posibility that current housing expansion could be
adversely effected.   In our view this is not likely in the short
term.  The pace of starts is not being affected, but the length
of time required to complete projects is being extended as
the labour market for construction has not kept pace with
the rapid increase in starts over the past 18 months.

Multiple starts will gain share

Semis, apartments and row units all experienced double
digit growth in 2002, the first time this has happened since
1986.  Our outlook for multiples this year is for slower

In Detail

Contact: David Weingarden (613) 748-2354, dweingar@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

growth than last year, but we do expect a better year for
multiples this year than for singles.   As the average price of
homes rises, eventually people will shift to the generally
lower priced multiple units.  Overall, multiple starts will post
another positive year in 2003, growing by 4.8 per cent, to a
level of 83,500.  With mortgage rates rising further in 2004,
multiple starts will taper off, declining to a level of 77,400.

Another strong year for resales

MLS® resales hit an all-time high last year, reaching 421,227
nationwide.  Since the market has begun to cool off slightly,
we expect resales to decline about 4.5 per cent from last
year’s record level.  However,  the annual total will still be
the second best on record.  Further increases in the
average resale price along with higher mortgage rates will
cause resale activity to moderate further in 2004.

Prices will keep rising... but no bubble

Resale markets are tight and a low, albeit growing, supply
of new listings will keep prices rising in the near term.
Nonetheless we expect that resale prices will rise at a
slower pace over the next two years as listings rise and
the resale market cools.  With broad based price
increases expected to be just slightly above the general
rate of inflation and trending downward over the near
term, it is our view that a real estate bubble is unlikely to
develop in the short term.

Homebuilders have improved at matching supply with demand over the past several years.

Spotlight:  The industry is better at managing supply

• The percentage of housing sold at completion
topped 85% in 2002, reflecting high demand
and better matching of supply to demand by
builders.

• If the percentage of units that have already
been sold upon completion is high in a time of
high market volume, then one may conclude
that demand is high, as few completed units
are being left unsold.

• In general, the industry is doing a better job of
matching supply with demand.  Key is their
ability to accurately gauge the level of demand
and to limit speculative building. 0
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Trends Impacting Housing
at the medium term target of two per cent per year.
However it continues to stress that “global economic
uncertaities will dampen near term growth”.  Therefore the
timing and pace of rate increases may not continue as it has
in the recent past.  However it is our view that the Bank will
raise rates by a further 50-75 basis points over the
remainder of the year.

That being said, mortgage rates will still remain low from a
historical standpoint.  The one-year mortgage rate is
expected to be in the 5.00 to 6.25 per cent range this year,
while   the five-year rate is expected to be in the 6.50 to
7.75 per cent range.  Continuing strength in the economy in
2004 will result in mortgage rates moving higher still.  The
one-year mortgage rate is expected to be in the 6.25 to
7.25 per cent range in 2004, while the five-year rate is
expected to be in the 7.50 to 8.25 per cent range.

Employment & Income

Canada experienced surprisingly strong job creation in
2002 after a lackluster performance in 2001.  The
number of jobs created in 2002 (over 560,000) was an
all-time record.   This rate of job creation is not expected
to continue in 2003, but over 67 thousand jobs have
already been created in the first quarter of 2003.

Canadian incomes are growing.  In fact,  the average
Canadian worker has seen real, after tax income grow by
over 2.5 per cent per year for five years running, this has
not happened since the 1972-1976 period.   This income
growth will amplify the positive effect of the strong
employment growth that Canada has experienced
recently and will continue to support housing demand.

Consumer Confidence

One of the continuing positive aspects about the
Canadian economy right now is the high level of
consumer confidence, particularly with respect to buying
a house.  This is the case even with all sorts of
uncertainties in the news, from very weak equity markets,
to corporate scandals, a less than robust U.S economic
recovery and tensions over the current geopolitical
situation.  The Conference Board of Canada index of
consumer attitudes has fallen from its recent peak, but it
remains relatively high, even with all the afformentioned
uncertainties.  Canadians remain generally positive about
the future and this bodes well for housing demand in the
near term.

Contact: David Weingarden (613) 748-2354, dweingar@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

The Economy

The Canadian economy continues to surprise on the
upside.  Although the fourth quarter of 2002 registered
growth of only 1.6 per cent, the weakness being mainly
trade related, the domestic economy still registered
steady growth. Overall, growth in 2002 was 3.4 per cent,
which was above that of the U.S.  The Canadian economy
has now outperformed the U.S.  economy for four
consecutive years, something which has not happened
since 1975.  Several indicators, such as employment,
manufacturing shipments, retail sales and the Statistics
Canada composite leading indicator suggest economic
growth will continue at a solid pace this year.

Although many indicators of the U.S. economy are
currently mixed, now that the military uncertainty in Iraq
is virtually gone, the U.S.  economy should resume its
recovery.  This will further bolster the Canadian economy
and we should expect solid economic growth in both
2003 and 2004, at 3.2 and 3.4 per cent respectively.

One of the key risks in the near term is that the current
recovery in the U.S. lose momentum and the economy
gets pushed back into recession.   Although the
geopolitical situation presents less risk than it did two or
three months ago, it still has the potential to reduce
economic growth in the U.S. and therefore Canadian
growth could be reduced as a result.  However,  at this
time our view is that the impact on the Canadian housing
market would be minimal.  The SARS outbreak in Toronto
presents a further risk, however if the outbreak is
succesfully contained, the impact to the Canadian housing
market will not be significant.

Mortgage Rates

On  April 15th the Bank of Canada raised its target for the
overnight rate by one-quarter of one percentage point to
3.25 per cent.   This was the second increase by the Bank
this year and brings the total increase to 125 basis points
since the Bank began to increase the overnight rate in 2002.

On  April 23rd the Bank released its bi-annual Monetary
Policy Report which is a key public policy document in
which there are hints as to the direction of monetary policy
over the short term.  In this document and in the press
release accompanying the April 15 change in the overnight
rate, the language has become noticably softer.   The Bank still
states the need for “further reductions in monetary
stimulus” i.e. higher interest rates in order to keep inflation

mailto:dweingar@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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Trends at a Glance

Contact: David Weingarden (613) 748-2354, dweingar@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Factor Comment 2003

Mortgage rates

Employment

Incomes

Net migration

Natural population
increase

Consumer confidence

Resale market

Inventories of new and
unoccupied units

Vacancy rates

Mortgage rates will remain low historically, but
start to rise this year.  Rates will increase next
year and moderate housing demand.

Robust job creation will support housing
demand in 2003, moderating in 2004.

Incomes will benefit from solid job growth and
rising wages.

Large migration inflows since 1987 support
housing demand.

Natural population increase (births minus
deaths) continues but at a progressively slower
rate.  This trend will cause the formation of
households to slow over time.

Resilient consumer confidence in the face of
global uncertainties will support housing
demand.

Resale markets will begin to ease slowly.  This
will eventually temper the demand for new
housing.

Low inventories of newly constructed and
unoccupied dwellings stress that demand must
be met by new construction.

Still low vacancy rates should spur multiple
starts. As vacancy rates rise this impact will
moderate.

Impact

Key factors and their effects on residential construction

2004

mailto:dweingar@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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Contact: David Weingarden (613) 748-2354, dweingar@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Special Report: 2003-2007 Outlook

Following last year’s huge jump of 26 per cent in housing
starts, there will be a slight increase for 2003, followed by
a gradual decline over the 2004-2007 period.  The
increase this year will come from multiple unit
construction as single-detached units decline after rising
for the past four years.  The declines will not be dramatic
and starts will remain above 180,000 units, which is well
above the average for the 1990’s.

The Canadian economy will remain solid in 2003 despite
a tentative recovery in the U.S. economy and geopolitical
uncertainty.  After that, GDP growth will improve until
2005 as the North American economy recovers.  This will
sustain steady employment growth above two per cent
per year through the forecast period, resulting in a
downward trend in the unemployment rate.

The combination of a growing economy with job growth
and an attractive lifestyle will draw an increasing number
of immigrants to Canada.  British Columbia will
experience a resurgence of international immigrants after
a period of decline in recent years.  Alberta’s strong
economic growth will continue to attract the majority of
inter-provincial migration.

Remaining housing factors mixed

Housing demand will decline gradually as interest rates
creep upward in the next two years.  The rate of
increase in interest rates may be slower than previously
anticipated in our last forecast due to the drag stemming
from a tentative recovery in the U.S. economy.  The
combination of falling mortgage rates and rising house
prices will end.  A period of rising mortgage rates and
rising house prices is begining.  Under these conditions,
the cost of homeownership will rise.

Uncertainty from geopolitical conditions may also
dampen enthusiasm for housing investment.  It is unlikely
that consumer confidence in Canada will stay as much
higher than U.S. levels as has been seen in recent years.
If the American economy fails to show clearer signs of a
solid recovery, confidence levels in Canada will eventually
waiver.

Increasing house prices in the first few years of the
forecast will have a cooling effect on housing demand.
Appreciation of house prices has been strong recently
and will continue in the near future.  Seller’s market
conditions have put upward pressure on prices.  This has
a “spill over” effect in new construction.  Moreover, high

Residential construction will begin to decline through 2007 after plateauing this year as housing related
factors move in mixed directions.

Total Housing Starts, Canada
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levels of construction activity have caused skilled labour
shortages in some markets, which in turn causes higher
costs of construction.

Inventories of new and unoccupied houses are below
the record low set in 2001.  Vacancy rates, on the other
hand, have increased slightly, but are still very low
historically.  These factors, along with low resale listings,
will mean housing demand will have to be met primarily
through new construction.

Regional Details

Strength in residential construction will begin to diverge
among the provinces over the next five years in contrast
with a pattern of relative uniform trends observed in
2002.  Most provinces will experience declines this year,
but growth is expected in Quebec, Ontario and British
Columbia.  Economic and employment growth along
with the settlement of the majority of immigrants in
these three provinces will boost their housing activity.

Newfoundland and Labrador

Economic growth will remain strong in 2003 due to oil
and gas developments; however, the majority of
employment impact has already been realized.  Housing

starts peaked in 2002, and will remain strong in 2003,
followed by gradual declines over the next four years.

Prince Edward Island

Development in the technology sector will help provide
moderate improvements in the economy over the
forecast period.  Employment growth will be stable, but
relatively low, resulting in a decline for housing starts
from recent highs.

Nova Scotia

A delay of investment in energy projects will result in a
delayed expectation for migration to Nova Scotia until
later in the five year forecast.  This will obviously affect
employment prospects as well, resulting in a decline in
residential construction.

New Brunswick

Housing starts peaked in 2002 and will gradually decline
each year until reaching 3,500 units in 2007.  Investment
in electrical generation and highway construction will
boost economic and employment growth, but the
restructuring of a number of rural communities will
restrict housing activity to the three main urban centres.

*180600*184300*187600*193700*205500205,034162,733  Canada

26,00025,50024,80024,00023,10021,62517,234  British Columbia

27,50028,60029,50031,20035,10038,75429,174  Alberta

2,7502,8002,8752,9002,9252,9632,381  Saskatchewan

3,0003,0753,1253,2003,2003,6172,963  Manitoba

68,00071,00075,00080,00086,00083,59773,282  Ontario

43,00043,00042,00042,00044,00042,45227,682  Quebec

3,5003,5253,5753,6003,7503,8623,462  New Brunswick

4,5004,4004,2504,2004,5254,9704,092  Nova Scotia

650625600610755775675  Prince Edward Island

1,7001,8001,9002,0002,1502,4191,788  Newfoundland

2007(F)2006(F)2005(F)2004(F)2003(F)20022001

Total Housing Starts, Canada and the Provinces

        Source: CMHC.    (F) Forecast.      *  Total does not add due to rounding.
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Contact: David Weingarden (613) 748-2354, dweingar@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Quebec

Housing related factors are lined up in Quebec to
produce a healthy market out to 2007.  A sustained high
level of immigrants, a stable economic outlook and one of
the strongest employment growth forecasts in the
country will make it one of the few provinces to
experience more starts in 2003 than last year.  Starts are
expected to remain above 40,000 units per year for the
2003-2007 period.

Ontario

New home construction will increase in 2003, reaching
86,000 units, the highest level in fourteen years.  After
that, construction will decline each year to reach 68,000
units in 2007.   Ontario will receive over half of all
immigrants to Canada, but not as many as were seen in
2001.  Employment growth will lead the nation through
2006.

Manitoba

Manitoba will have a stable economy with consistent
employment growth over the next five years.  Housing
starts will decline in 2003 after a significant rise the year
before.  Between 2004 and 2007, starts will mirror the
economy in stability, ranging from 3,000 to 3,200 units.

Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan will remain as one of the least volatile
economies.  Steady, but moderate employment growth
along with a reduction in the number of people leaving
the province, will prevent house construction levels
from changing significantly.

Alberta

Oil and gas activity will continue to drive the economy
and draw interprovincial migrants, especially in 2003 and
2004.  Housing starts will decline each year to 27,500
units in 2007.  Although this reflects a downward trend,
the number of starts remains strong.  The level of new
construction over the five year forecast is similar to the
previous five year average, though it looks like a significant
fall when compared to the enormous performance of
2002.

British Columbia

British Columbia will be the only province to see housing
starts increase in each of the next five years.  After a
period of lagging economic growth that resulted in a
severe drop in international and interprovincial migration,
British Columbia will return to being one of the favoured
destinations.  The economy is expected to improve and
steady, though moderate employment growth will help
boost housing demand.

Forecast Risks

The most significant risk for the five year forecast is tied
to the timing and strength of a US recovery.  If the
recovery gets stalled and recession spreads, this would
dampen Canadian housing demand as the impact would
be inevitable.  Also, if a recession was to go beyond North
America, the impact would be greater and both US and
Canadian economies would have their forecasts for
growth downgraded.

Higher than expected international migration

This continues to be a potentially significant factor over
the forecast period.  The escalation of unrest in many
parts of the world only serves to boost the perception
of Canada as a good destination.  This would be especially
true for British Columbia as it begins to climb out of an
economic slump.  The combination of lifestyle, climate
and an improving economic outlook would draw many
more immigrants than was seen in the late 1990’s.

More rapid rise in interest rates.

Although the current forecast includes a rise in rates, a
sudden rise would affect the housing forecast.  The
likelihood of this happening in 2003 is less likely, however,
growth could rise more rapidly once the American
economy gets rolling.  The price of oil and therefore
related energy costs could end up cascading into higher
overall inflation, causing governments to try to control
inflation through higher interest rates.  This combination
would see rates rising above the current forecast and be
cause for concern.

mailto:dweingar@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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British Columbia

Rental housing investment is again proving popular.
Investors of all types are being drawn to private rental
investment, particularly condominium apartments in
Vancouver’s downtown. Almost half of the privately-
owned condominium apartments in Vancouver’s
downtown core are rented out. The typical investor is
over age 45, earning more than $65,000 per year, with nine
out of every ten investors owning just one unit.

B.C. Starts (000’s)
Overview

 In Detail
Single Starts: Single starts will continue at
a strong pace in 2003. After a 37 per cent
climb in single starts last year, 2003 will
experience a further two per cent increase.
This growth will be strong across the
province as pent-up demand and growing
recreation markets offset some of the
impact of a struggling resource sector on
rural communities.  A top concern among
home builders is a lack of skilled trades
workers, causing labour costs to rise.

Multiple Starts:  Multiple starts in the
province will continue an upward trend, as
land supply constraints, lower cost, and
lifestyle preferences drive their popularity.
Multiple starts in the province are expected
to grow 11.1 per cent in 2003.  Low levels
of vacant inventory and many presold units
already under construction means there is
plenty of room for additional supply in a
number of B.C. markets, especially in Van-
couver where 70 per cent of the province’s
multiple starts activity occurs.

Resales: In 2002 B.C. posted the highest number of MLS® sales in ten
years, double the national growth rate. Low mortgage rates and pent-
up demand will continue to keep MLS® sales strong in 2003, with
78,000 units expected to change hands.

Prices: While the average MLS® price grew 7.2 per cent in 2002,
expect a more modest 2.6 per cent increase in 2003 to $245,000,
resulting from more balanced market conditions.

Residential construction remains
robust

Growth in the B.C. economy continues to
be influenced by external developments.
The domestic economy is expected to be
stronger,  B.C. retail sales have been robust
and housing activity has taken off. On the
other hand, weak U.S. demand for goods
and services, lower prices for key B.C.
exports and the softwood lumber tariff, are
expected to result in the trade side of the
economy reducing overall economic
growth.

Low mortgage interest rates and pent-up
demand continue to drive spending in the
province, particularly on residential housing.
Significant year-over-year gains in home
sales (twice the national growth rate) have
builders ramping up residential
construction.  As a result, expenditures on
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Contact: Carol Frketich  (604) 737-4096,  cfrketic@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Provincial Highlight

complementary items like furniture, appliances, and home renovations
are also growing. Even automobiles are rolling out of showrooms
faster than in the rest of Canada, indicative of strong consumer
spending.

While the housing sector is expected to remain one of BC’s growing
sectors, a recovery in U.S. domestic consumption during the second
half of 2003 through 2004 is expected to further bolster the
provincial economy and increase housing demand. Improving export
activity and further job growth will contribute to an improvement in
interprovincial migration in 2004.  Expect total starts to reach 23,100
units this year and to grow further in 2004, reaching 24,000 starts.

mailto:cfrketic@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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Alberta Alberta Starts (000’s)

Positive fundamentals remain

Contact: Vinay Bhardwaj (403) 515-3004, vbhardwa@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Overview

 In Detail

High levels of capital spending in the energy
sector have piloted the resurgence of the
Alberta economy over the past five years.
Since 1997, the province’s total output has
moved ahead of British Columbia and led to
the creation of 13 per cent of all new jobs in
the country. The economy’s ability to create
more jobs than the province’s proportional
share of the national population has made
Alberta the top destination choice of other
Canadians seeking employment
opportunities. Impressive job creation and
the influx of migrants have been two major
contributors behind the strong
performance of the resale and the new
home markets.

The energy sector will continue to fuel
economic growth in Alberta as elevated
prices of oil and natural gas induce
companies to increase their budgets for
exploration and development. In 2003,

Single Starts: In 2002, single-family
homebuilders enjoyed their best year on
record. In 2003 and 2004, a healthy
economy will keep demand buoyant. The
industry, however, will be hard pressed to
match last year’s performance due to a
greater selection in the resale market, along
with rising mortgage rates and house prices.
Nevertheless, the next two years are
forecast to be strong from a historical
perspective.

Multiple Starts: In 2002, multi-family starts
posted their best performance since 1982.
Moving forward, multi-family starts will drift
downwards as builders try to avoid a
situation of excess inventory. However,
starts activity will be significantly higher than
the average of the past five years.

Resales: With a record year in 2002, any
future performance is likely to seem like a
slow down.  Expect MLS® sales to slip
around four per cent in 2003 and 2004.   A
lack of listings at the lower end of the price

According to the latest national census, the total number
of households in Alberta jumped by nearly 13 per cent
from 1996 to 2001.  This increase almost matched the
gain over the previous ten year period. From 1986 to
1996, the number of households increased by 17 per
cent.

The sharp rise in the number of households goes a long
way in explaining the impressive performance of new
home construction. From 1997 to 2002, close to 147,000
new housing units were started in the province. This five
year total compares very favourably to the ten year
period from 1987 to 1996 during which about 152,000
units were started.

spectrum will dampen activity in the first-time buyer segment.
Although still elevated, a decline in net migration will hold back sales.
Despite lower sales than last year, the performance over the next two
years will be strong when compared to recent history.

Prices:  The healthy pace of sales will bid prices up over the forecast
period.  However,  with listings continuing to increase in the major
markets, look for the value of resale homes to rise at a slower pace
than in 2002, more in line with the overall inflation rate.

investment levels in the energy sector are forecast to rise by 20 per
cent.   A decline in spending in the oilsands sector will be more than
offset by higher activity in the conventional oil and gas sector.  Beyond
2003, investment levels in the oilsands sector are anticipated to
rebound as projects get underway in the northeast.

Due to strong economic growth,  Alberta will continue to have the
lowest unemployment rate in Canada.  This will continue to attract
workers from other parts of Canada, though in smaller numbers.
These factors should stimulate a healthy increase in the number of
new households.  As a result, demand for both rental and home-
ownership housing should remain vibrant from a historical
perspective.  Total starts will reach 35,100 units in 2003 and 31,200 in
2004.
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Saskatchewan Saskatchewan Starts (000’s)

Contact: Paul Caton (306) 975-4897, pcaton@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Overview

 In Detail

Steady growth continues

Single Starts: Single starts will continue at
a healthy pace in 2003, closely matching that
seen in 2002.  A shortage of serviced land
should be addressed by early spring but a
scarcity of skilled labour will restrain
production as it did in 2002. Expect
increasing demand from starter households
who have been unsuccessful in finding a
resale home due to the shortage of suitable
listings.

Multiple Starts: Multiple starts will also
keep step with 2002 activity. Starts will stem
from an active private sector as well as the
public sector under the provisions of the
Affordable Housing Program Agreement
signed by the Governments of Canada and
Saskatchewan.

Resales: MLS® sales volume will see de-
clines due to a shortage of listings.  In
particular,  good quality homes at the lower
price ranges will be sold quickly.

CMHC has conducted a study  of the Seniors’ Housing
Markets in Regina and Saskatoon.

The research found that:
Independent living is the predominant housing
option for Seniors
with few exceptions, vacancies are tight in all the
housing options
the majority of projects in all housing options are
owned/operated by the non-profit sector

For an in-depth analysis of the study results, watch for the
Seniors’ Housing Report which will be released in May of
this year and which can then be ordered by calling 1-877-
722-2642

Prices: MLS® prices are on the rise due to the sale of more
expensive listings as well as steady demand in the face of limited
listings in the starter home market.  New housing prices will see
significant increases in 2003, in the order of 3.0 per cent. The higher
cost of newly serviced land will be passed on to the purchaser
resulting in higher prices for new homes.

Economic growth is forecast to exceed the
two per cent mark each of the next two
years. Growth will be underpinned by
higher investment levels in the oil and gas
industry and a rebound in agriculture
production as crop yields return to normal
levels. In addition, investment spending
totaling about $1.7 billion is proposed for
four uranium mines and one diamond mine.
However, at this stage most of these
projects are speculative in nature. If all or a
portion of this investment does take place
over the next two years, economic growth
may equal or even surpass the national
average.

Despite this growth, a shortage of skilled
labour will keep the provincial economy
from generating substantial job gains.
Employers across several industries
including residential construction are having
trouble filling job vacancies. The scarcity of
skilled workers is underscored by a rate of

Provincial Highlight

unemployment below six per cent with a labour force participation
rate of nearly 70 per cent. The shortage is particularly acute in the
services sector, which has an unemployment rate below four per cent.

The labour shortage is anticipated to bid up wages and lead to gains in
disposable income. Income gains combined with growth in the
number of households, still-low mortgage rates, an insufficient supply
of resale homes and tight rental markets will contribute to growth in
the residential construction sector.

Over the past five years,  housing starts have averaged close to 2,800
units. In 2003 and 2004, total starts will reach or surpass 2,900 units.
As has been the case since 1997, single-detached units will account
for about 70 per cent of the activity.
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Manitoba Manitoba Starts (000’s)

Single Starts: Last year, single-family starts
were propelled by low mortgage rates, high
levels of employment, gains in disposable
income, and a continued lack of supply in
the resale market. With the exception of
rising interest rates, the factors that drove
the market to a 13 year high last year will
remain in place and we can expect another
solid performance in 2003 and 2004. Rising
mortgage rates will eventually take their toll,
however, and starts will not repeat last
year’s record numbers as higher priced
units will lose share to more moderately
priced units.

Multiple Starts:  Increased multiple-family
activity destined for the rental market is
expected over the next 18 to 24 months in
response to Winnipeg’s tight vacancy rates
as well as in response to incentives
provided by the federal-provincial
affordable housing agreement.  Demand for
life-lease and condominium units for those
55 years of age and over will also remain
strong.  It is expected that, in 2003 mutliple-
family activity will post its best performance
since 1999.

Overview

 In Detail

Stable performance expected
Annual economic growth in Manitoba will
be very close to the Canadian average over
the next two years.  The economic outlook
is based on sustained levels of consumer
spending and resurgence of exports to the
United States as that economy picks up.

A strong job market should help maintain an
environment where consumers will feel
confident and continue spending. Over the
forecast period, economic growth will
translate into employment growth of about
1.3 per cent, causing the unemployment
rate to dip below five per cent.

Despite the favourable job market, the
amount of people leaving Manitoba will
continue to outnumber those moving into
the province. Most of the emigrants will be
seeking greener pastures in Alberta, B.C. and
Ontario.  As a result, household growth will

Resales: MLS® activity slowed slightly in 2002 despite strong
demand caused by low interest rates. Sales were restricted by a lack
of supply, especially in the $50,000 to $150,000 price range.
Continued lack of supply and rising mortgage rates will contribute to
a leveling of MLS® sales growth over the next year.  In addition, a lack
of choice at the upper end of the price spectrum will cause some
demand to spill over into the new home market.

Prices: A lack of listings in the mid range of the market will continue
to cause upward pressure on prices in these categories.  However,
rising mortgage rates will temper home buying activity in the upper
price ranges, moderating increases in the average house price.

The number of active listings in Winnipeg’s resale market
has been falling steadily since 1998 and Winnipeg has been
classified as a Sellers’ Market since February 2002. Despite
a slow down in the pace of sales over the past year, the
number of active listings has continued to decline.

As a result, the average price has been increasing, with
more desirable homes selling at or above their list price
and some properties seeing multiple offers. While rising
mortgage rates will help soften demand, low levels of
listings will continue to tip the balance in favour of the
seller for the foreseeable future.
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Contact: Dianne Himbeault (204) 983-5648, dhimbeau@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

not be a major catalyst for housing demand.  The current forecast
anticipates the count of new households to increase at a rate of one
half to one per cent.

The recent pattern of job creation also has the potential to create
more renter than home ownership households in the near term.
Indeed, a substantial portion of the new jobs appear to be in the
lower earning retail trade sector and it takes lower earning
households more time to gather the down payment necessary to
purchase a home.  These factors underpin the outlook that housing
starts will remain stable around 3,200 units over the next two years.

mailto:dhimbeau@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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Ontario Ontario Starts (000’s)

Condominiums in vogue

Single Starts: Single home starts will be
high but will edge down over the next two
years.  The demand for new detached
homes will be supported by jobs and
income growth, and will be slightly offset by
rising mortgage rates and home prices and a
growing supply of listings on the resale
market.

Multiple Starts: Multiple family starts will
rise this year as condominiums become
increasingly popular in an environment of
rising prices.  Inventories of newly
completed and unoccupied condominiums
are low.  This, combined with high demand
for condominiums implies more
condominium starts.  Multiple family rental
construction will also get a boost from
government assistance to affordable rental
projects.

Resales: MLS® sales will be strong, but
below last year’s record.  A more rigourous
than average winter brought down the
number of first quarter home shoppers.

Contact:  Alex Medow (416) 218-3344, amedow@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Overview

 In Detail

Expect another strong year for home
construction. On the economic front
housing demand will be sustained by full
time job creation, though there will be
slightly higher mortgage rates.   Almost a
quarter million new jobs have been created
in Ontario from the beginning of 2002 to
February 2003 with little sign of letup.
However, Canada’s dollar is rising and will
act as a drag on exports. Job growth will be
below the rapid pace of the late 1990s.

Ontario’s starts spiked early this year as
multiple family home construction in the
Toronto area took off. The increase was
mostly in condominium homes and with
some rental home starts. Labour and capital
input bottlenecks are a concern for
builders.  A colder than usual winter and
significant snowfalls nudged the province’s
single family home construction lower.

Rising mortgage rates will keep home sales over the forecast period
below last year’s level.

Prices:  Resale markets are tight. Home prices will rise rapidly as will
the supply of homes listed for sale.  The rate by which home prices
outpace the general rate of inflation will shrink as the supply of listings
increases.

Economic indicators are mixed, but consistent with job growth. Retail
sales are high. Consumers are bullish on large ticket item purchases.

On the demographic front, high immigration levels since the mid
1980s bode well for housing demand. The majority of Canada’s
immigrants are attracted to Ontario’s established social and ethnic
networks. Immigrant households initially rent and move into
ownership after becoming established. Many immigrants who arrived
over a decade ago are now purchasing homes.

Overall, expect 86,000 starts this year and 75,000 in 2004.
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Assessments of long term demographic pressures on Ontario
housing demand begin with birth, death and migration scenarios
used to study potential changes in population numbers and in the
population’s age structure. Numbers and types of new households
formed are projected on the basis of estimated age specific popula-
tion scenarios.

Typical estimates for demographically driven housing demand range
from under 60,000 new households per year for a low migration
scenario; 74,000 for sustained migration levels close to the current
ones; and to just under 85,000 households if net migration to
Ontario jumps.

Positive economic demand factors, such as strong job creation,
income growth and low interest rates will push actual household
formation above the longer term demographic potential.

mailto:amedow@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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Quebec Quebec Starts (000’s)

2003 still looks promising
Overview

 In Detail

Contact : Kevin Hughes (514) 283-4488, khughes@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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Single Starts: The context described above,
along with the delayed effect that certain
variables have on demand, will contribute to
supporting single-family starts, and such starts
should reach about 26,000 units in 2003.

Multiple Starts: Three factors will support
multiple housing construction in Quebec in
2003: persistently tight rental markets, the
continued appeal (growing in certain areas) of
condominiums, and a steady demand on the
retirement home market (also tight). There
should be at least 18,000 starts in 2003.

Resales: Following a year of strong growth in
sales, and while the low mortgage rates will
continue to favour demand, choice will remain
limited on the existing home market. Conse-
quently, MLS sales will hover around 61,500
units in 2003.

Prices: Faced with relatively weak supply, the
persistently strong demand for existing homes
will cause resale markets to remain favourable
to sellers, which will maintain upward pressure
on prices. We are anticipating the average price
on this market to surpass $138,000 in 2003.

This past October, CMHC conducted a survey among new
buyers of residential properties in the Montréal and Québec
areas. The highlights are outlined below:

Who are they? They are generally couples (71 per cent), they
often have children and their average age is approximately 42
years. They have clearly higher average incomes than the total
population ($73,000 compared to $49,000 in Montréal, and
$66,000 compared to $48,000 in Québec).

And their needs? For single people, the purchase meets their
primary need to house themselves, while families cited location,
comfort and space. In the case of this last group, price was not the
primary criterion, and new homes appealed to them.

What are they buying? A proportion of 82 per cent of respond-
ent families opted for a detached, semi-detached or row home,
while condominium apartments were the choice of single people
buying their first property.

What about prices and financing? The average price is around
$140,000. It stands at about $128,000 for first-time buyers and rises
to nearly $152,000 in the case of older buyers. As for the down
payment, it is directly proportional to the age of the households
(31 per cent on average, 18 per cent for households aged 34 years
or younger and 54 per cent for those aged 55 years or older).

As suggested by the first results of the year,
the factors that accounted for the remarkable
growth in residential construction in Quebec
last year are still at work and should lead to
44,000 starts on the Quebec territory in
2003. In fact, several key phenomena continue
to converge, creating an environment that is
favourable to both supply and demand.

In 2003, the Quebec economy will continue
to benefit from the factors that brought about
the strong growth recorded last year, although
these factors have now eased. Consumption
should still be supported by the recent strong
job creation, higher disposable incomes and
continued relatively low interest rates. And,
despite the latest sources of uncertainty,
consumer confidence will remain quite high.
While still weak in certain key sectors, invest-
ment will be moving closer and closer to a full
recovery. External trade will be buoyed up by

the long-awaited recovery in the United States, along with an exchange rate
remaining favourable to exports, but will still be waiting for the recovery of
some major sectors (air transport, certain high technology niches). In such
a context, we expect a GDP growth rate of 3.1 per cent in 2003.

As a result, job creation will continue to grow over the next few years,
although at a more moderate pace, and the unemployment rate will hover
around 8.6 per cent in 2003. With the forecast still calling for marginal
mortgage rate hikes in 2003, along with rising positive net migration levels
and tight conditions in related housing markets, it remains likely that the
residential construction sector will reach about 44,000 starts in 2003.

mailto:khughes@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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New Brunswick New Brunswick Starts (000’s)

Housing starts will decline

Overview

 In Detail
Single Starts:  Indications that mortgage
rates are beginning to move up combined
with tight resale market conditions will spur
activity in the new home market.  When
combined with the urbanization
phenomenon, all three larger urban centres
will continue to support strong levels of
single starts this year, particularly in
Moncton where lower priced manufactured
homes are becoming a popular option.  Our
current forecast is 2,750 and 2,600 single
starts in 2003 and 2004, respectively.

Multiple Starts:  Near record low
vacancies in Fredericton combined with a
substantial rise in students moving in from
Ontario will stimulate multiple starts in the
Capital region.  Rising multiple starts in
Fredericton and Saint John will partially
offset the drop in Moncton multiple starts.
Multiple starts will reach 1,000 units this
year, and 900 units in 2004.

Resales: 2002 was a record year.  There is
no indication that 2003 will not maintain the
trend: intra-provincial migration to all three
larger centres and relatively low mortgage

Saint John’s population dropped by 2.4 per cent to
122,678 in 2001 when compared to 1996.  One third of
that drop was due to natural causes, while out-
migration accounted for two thirds.  However, most of
out migrants left in 1996 and 1997 when the economy
was going through a transition period.  Since 1998,
employment has been trending up at record pace and
the economy has meaningfully diversified.  This renewed
confidence in the economy has reduced the out flow of
workers.  In 2001, less than 200 people had left the
region.  Record employment levels, strong consumer
confidence, low mortgage rates and improving
migration trends are all factors which will stimulate
housing demand over the next few years.

Contact: Benoit Champoux (506) 851-2742, bchampou@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

rates will continue to stimulate sales, particularly in Fredericton where
listings are abundant.  MLS® resales will reach a level of 5,250 units
this year, and 5,475 units in 2004.

Prices:  In the three larger southern urban centres, expect a greater
share of lower priced existing homes to be sold to people moving
from northern NB (where the average price is below $65,000).   This
will cause the average MLS® price to rise at a slower pace.

Builders will still remain busy in 2003 and
2004, but residential activity will decline
over the forecast period.   The expected
drop in housing starts is primarily due to a
decline in rural single starts and fewer
multiple starts in urban centres.

Despite a slowdown in residential
construction, expect the provincial
economy to experience steady growth over
the next two years.  Substantial investments
in the Irving Refinery Canaport terminal, a
new four-lane highway between Fredericton
and Edmundston, the refurbishment of the
Coleson Cove and Point Lepreau generating
stations will all be significant contributors to
economic growth.

These major projects combined with an
expanding services sector and the

province’s growing capabilities in the area of communication and
information services will also generate jobs.  Employment should grow
by 1.8 per cent in 2003 and 2.2 per cent  in 2004.   This should help
bring the unemployment rate down to 10.3 per cent by 2004.

Attractive labour market conditions will help draw in migrants from
both the rest of Canada and abroad.  This inflow will occur for the
second year running and will provide a positive impact on urban
housing starts in particular.  Overall, housing starts in New Brunswick
will decline but remain strong in historical terms.  Expect housing
starts to reach 3,750 units in 2003 and 3,600 units in 2004.
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Nova Scotia Nova Scotia Starts (000’s)

Homeownership demand to weaken

Housing market activity in Nova Scotia is
expected to weaken in 2003 and 2004 as
home ownership demand softens.  While the
provincial economy will continue to grow
over the next two years, the pace of growth
is forecast to slow down resulting in very
modest job gains and increasing numbers of
people leaving the province.

Rising interest rates and inflation are
expected to curb consumer appetites and
slow the shopping spree of the past 18
months.  However, non-residential
construction investment is forecast to
rebound from a weak year in 2002 on the
strength of projects such as the
construction phase of Tier II of the Sable
Offshore Energy Project, the Halifax Harbour
cleanup, and Highway 101 and 103 twinning.
A subdued U.S. economy is expected to
adversely impact the trade sector in 2003

Contact:   David McCulloch (902) 426-8465, dmccullo@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Overview

In Detail

but improvement is on the horizon.

Encana’s decision to indefinitely delay the Deep Panuke project and
poor drilling results from recent exploration activity has called into
question the planned expansion of the Maritimes and Northeast
Pipeline and generally clouded the longer term outlook for the
offshore energy sector.

It is thought that the favourable environment of 2002 resulted in a
substantial amount of home ownership demand being brought
forward.  However, ownership housing starts will show declines in
2003 and 2004, reaching 4,575 and 4,300 units respectively in
response to slower economic growth.

Due to the Ontario provincial government’s decision to
phase out Grade 13, there will be two graduating classes of
high school students in that province this year, many of
whom plan to attend college or university. With it’s
disproportionately large share of colleges and universities,
Nova Scotia, and particularly Halifax, is expected to
experience a larger influx of freshman students this year
than is normally the case.  This is expected to lead to
additional demand pressure on rental markets near
campuses- a phenomenon which is likely to persist over
the next four to six years while these students complete
their studies.

Provincial Highlight

Single Starts: Home ownership demand is
expected to weaken beginning in the third
quarter of 2003 and extending into 2004.
However, low inventories and a late start to
the home building season due to severe
winter weather will likely support a flurry of
single starts in the second quarter of 2003
before the slowdown begins. Move-up
buyers will be the main source of demand
for new homes through 2004.

Multiple Starts:  The considerable strength
of the Metro Halifax condominium market
over the past 18 months is encouraging
further expansion in this relatively immature
segment of the housing market.
Furthermore, rental demand is expected to
grow over the next two years as mortgage
carrying costs rise and more young people
descend upon Halifax for school and work.
Consequently, multiple starts are forecast to
remain above 1,500 in 2003 and 2004.

Resales: A chronic shortage of active listings
is limiting existing home sales and spurring
continued price growth. Seller’s market
conditions are expected to prevail
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throughout 2003 despite weakening demand, but sales are forecast to
decline by more than 600 this year and an additional 300 in 2004
dropping below the 10,000 mark.

Prices: Growth in resale prices is forecast to decelerate to under 5
per cent this year and less than 2 per cent in 2004 as demand
slackens.  However, tight trades labour conditions and energy price
induced building material production and transportation cost
increases are expected to result in continued strong growth in new
home prices.

mailto:dmccullo@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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P.E.I. P.E.I. Starts (000’s)

Starts will be down after excellent
2002
Economic growth on the Island is expected
to remain positive with a GDP growth rate
of 2.5 per cent this year.  One major factor
supporting this growth is that a normal
potato crop is expected in 2003.  This will
help to support the primary industry of
potato production, but it will also support
the secondary industries, which rely on the
crop for processing.  Tourism is expected to
remain strong over the forecast period due
to the Island’s close proximity to the United
States, a low albeit appreciating Canadian
Dollar, and it’s image as a safe family
destination.

Employment growth on the Island is
expected to remain positive in both 2003
and 2004.  However, the growth will not be
generated by new jobs in the construction
sector.  The jobs created over the past few
years however, are expected to remain

Contact: Jason Beaton (506) 851-6047, jbeaton@cmhc-schl.gc.ca

Overview

 In Detail

despite the fact that work on both the East Prince Health Facility and
Atlantic Technology Centre is wrapping up.  There are several
nonresidential projects slated for the Island over the forecast period
which will offset the completion of these two large projects.  The
proposed projects include a beef processing facility in Borden-
Carleton, an expansion of the Atlantic Veterinary College, the National
Research Centre’s new regional innovation centre and a new federal
government building—the latter three projects will be located in
Charlottetown.

Housing starts are expected to reach 755 units in 2003, a decrease of
only 2.6 per cent from the decade high level reached in 2002.  The
strength in housing starts in 2003 is expected to come mainly from
multiple starts in the Charlottetown area.
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Single Starts: The construction of single-
family homes is expected to remain strong
in 2003 with 525 units, a decline of only 57
units from the strong 2002 level.  A drop in
2003 is expected as 2002 represented one
of the highest levels of the decade for single
starts, and many builders will be
concentrating on multiple unit projects.

Multiple Starts:  Multiple starts in 2003
are expected to reach 230 units, an increase
of 37 units from 2002.  This increase will
come entirely from the Charlottetown
market, where several large apartment style
projects are planned for the 2003 building
season.

Resales: MLS® sales in PEI have hovered
around the 1200 mark for the past four
years, and this is expected to continue in
2003.  While the demand for existing homes
remains strong, the diminished supply of
listings continues to be the main factor
limiting an increase in sales.

Prices: After several years of strong price growth, fuelled by a
shortage of listings and a strong demand for existing homes in the
provinces urban centres, the average MLS® sales price is expected to
increase by a modest 0.9% in 2003.

The Atlantic Technology Centre (ATC) is a $20 million
126,000 square-foot, four-storey complex located in
downtown Charlottetown.  Its goal is to provide the Island’s
IT industry with state-of-the-art office space, an IT
Education and Training Academy, a business incubator,
specialized research labs, multimedia theatres, digital audio
and video editing facilities, smart boardrooms, a café and
exhibition areas.

The structure was also designed to help attract new
investment to the province.  Since it’s completion it has
attracted a number of tenants including EDS, XWave,
Salter Street Productions, Holland College, Deltaware
Systems and IBM.  This project is expected to help continue
with the diversification of the Island’s economy.
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Newfoundland
and Labrador

Newfoundland and Labrador Starts (000’s)

Economic growth continues but
housing expansion stalls

Despite the outlook for another year of
healthy economic growth, the broad based
expansion in the housing market over the
previous three years will stall this year.
Rising mortgage rates and house prices will
be the primary causes behind this
slowdown in activity.  Continued
outmigration and renewed concerns over
the closure of the cod fishery along the
northeast coast and gulf regions of the
province will have a dampening effect on
housing starts.

While housing markets are forecast to cool
somewhat, activity will still remain high.
Offshore oil production and investment
expenditures on large capital projects such
as White Rose and Voisey’s Bay remain the

Single Starts: With interest rates headed
up and demand in rural areas expected to
moderate,  single-detached starts are
forecast to cool off this year. Poor weather
conditions have led to reduced activity in
early 2003 and hampered builder’s attempts
to get a head start on the spring market.
While sustained economic growth  and
ongoing movement to the area will limit
declines in the St. John’s region expect rural
areas to account for much of the overall
loss.  Accordingly, singles are forecast to
decline to 1,775 units this year.  Despite this,
they will still post their second best
performance since 1991.

Multiple Starts: Both the aging population
and an infusion of public sector dollars will
support further gains in multiple starts.
Apartment and row/townhouse
construction will continue to benefit from
an expanding condominium market.  With
new funds for affordable housing and
homeownership costs rising, expect more
stock in the form of basement units and
larger apartment projects.  Overall, expect
375 multiples this year.

Contact: Brian Martin (709) 772-4034, bmartin@cmhc-schl.gc.ca 
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major thrust behind the sustained economic upturn.  Expect real
GDP growth of around 4.0 per cent this year, roughly half the level
achieved in 2002 but still among the highest in Canada.  Tourism will
also remain a bright spot in the economy in coming years.

Both employment and incomes will also increase over the forecast
horizon sustaining growth in retail trade and other service based
industries.  While rural areas will continue to lose people, other
centres, and in particular the St. John’s region, will benefit from the
trend towards urbanization.  As a result, housing markets in the St.
John’s region will remain active and likely outperform the rest of the
province.  Starts will reach 2,150 units this year and 2,000 in 2004.

Resales: MLS® sales continue to be held back by a shortage of new
listings.  With listings expected to remain low and rising interest rates
and prices causing higher mortgage carrying costs, expect sales to
back off slightly in 2003.

Prices: Despite fewer sales, strong demand and listing  shortages will
continue to drive price growth above normal levels. When combined
with more sales of higher priced homes, the average MLS® price will
advance just over six per cent in 2003.

Between 1996 and 2001, the exodus of Newfoundlanders
continued.  While St. John’s experienced less of a decline, it
was still not immune from this phenomenon.  Despite the
population decline, housing demand remained quite strong.
In fact, MLS® sales hit record levels each year since 1998 and
housing starts were at 12 year highs in 2002.  Demographics
played a key role in this development.  In particular, the
number of households is on the rise in St. John’s even as the
population declines.  Households in St. John’s increased 7.5
per cent over the past 5 years.  This reflects the trend to-
wards a growing number of smaller households.  The number
of one-person households in St. John’s increased by almost 32
per cent between 1996 and 2001, a rate that was over double
the national average. With the population aging expect this
trend to continue over the long term, providing opportuni-
ties for the housing industry.

Provincial Highlight
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stratSgnisuoHlatoT
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnastinu(

8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002

DLFN 0541 1731 9541 8871 9142 0512 0002
% 5.41- 4.5- 4.6 5.22 3.53 1.11- 0.7-

IEP 425 616 017 576 577 557 016
% 5.11 6.71 3.51 9.4- 8.41 6.2- 2.91-

SN 7313 0524 2344 2904 0794 5254 0024
% 7.71- 5.53 3.4 7.7- 5.12 0.9- 2.7-

BN 7442 6772 9703 2643 2683 0573 0063
% 4.9- 4.31 9.01 4.21 6.11 9.2- 0.4-

EUQ 83132 24752 59642 28672 25424 00044 00024
% 7.01- 3.11 1.4- 1.21 4.35 6.3 5.4-

TNO 03835 53276 12517 28237 79538 00068 00008
% 4.0- 9.42 4.6 5.2 1.41 9.2 0.7-

NAM 5982 3313 0652 3692 7163 0023 0023
% 8.01 2.8 3.81- 7.51 1.22 5.11- 0.0

KSAS 5692 9803 3152 1832 3692 5292 0092
% 5.7 2.4 6.81- 3.5- 4.42 3.1- 9.0-

ATLA 22172 74452 66262 47192 45783 00153 00213
% 6.41 2.6- 2.3 1.11 8.23 4.9- 1.11-

CB 13991 90361 81441 43271 52612 00132 00042
% 1.23- 2.81- 6.11- 5.91 5.52 8.6 9.3

NAC 934731 869941 356151 337261 430502 005502* 007391*
% 5.6- 1.9 1.1 3.7 0.62 2.0 7.5-

.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(

.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*

Canada Starts (000’s)

Source: CMHC Forecast 2003-2004.
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stratSelpitluM
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnastinu(

8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002
DLFN 463 831 441 091 723 573 004

% 5.32- 1.26- 3.4 9.13 1.27 7.41 7.6
IEP 731 441 69 421 391 032 011

% 7.24 1.5 3.33- 2.92 6.55 2.91 2.25-
SN 088 509 6751 1331 7061 5251 0061

% 7.0 8.2 1.47 5.51- 7.02 1.5- 9.4
BN 854 575 736 988 3901 0001 009

% 6.02- 5.52 8.01 6.93 9.22 5.8- 0.01-
EUQ 3548 4499 6439 98401 59171 00081 00071

% 9.31- 6.71 0.6- 2.21 9.36 7.4 6.5-
TNO 39012 41872 43403 05633 38423 00073 00033

% 0.31 9.13 4.9 6.01 5.3- 9.31 8.01-
NAM 725 209 212 305 106 007 007

% 1.11- 2.17 5.67- 3.731 5.91 5.61 0.0
KSAS 118 9101 326 457 2301 529 008

% 0.1 6.52 9.83- 0.12 9.63 4.01- 5.31-
ATLA 5407 9578 1349 5049 43241 00611 00211

% 1.82 3.42 7.7 3.0- 3.15 5.81- 4.3-
CB 04211 8757 0796 2739 59801 00121 00721

% 6.13- 6.23- 0.8- 5.43 3.61 1.11 0.5
NAC 80015 87775 96495 70766 06697 00538* 00487*

% 3.5- 3.31 9.2 2.21 4.91 8.4 1.6-

.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(

.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*

stratSdehcated-elgniS
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnastinu(

8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002
DLFN 6801 3321 5131 8951 2902 5771 0061

% 0.11- 5.31 7.6 5.12 9.03 2.51- 9.9-
IEP 783 274 416 155 285 525 005

% 5.3 0.22 1.03 3.01- 6.5 8.9- 8.4-
SN 7522 5433 6582 1672 3633 0003 0062

% 2.32- 2.84 6.41- 3.3- 8.12 8.01- 3.31-
BN 9891 1022 2442 3752 9672 0572 0072

% 4.6- 7.01 9.01 4.5 6.7 7.0- 8.1-
EUQ 58641 89751 94351 39171 75252 00062 00052

% 6.8- 6.7 8.2- 0.21 9.64 9.2 8.3-
TNO 73723 12493 78014 23693 41115 00094 00074

% 5.7- 4.02 2.4 5.3- 0.92 1.4- 1.4-
NAM 8632 1322 8432 0642 6103 0052 0052

% 3.71 8.5- 2.5 8.4 6.22 1.71- 0.0
KSAS 4512 0702 0981 7261 1391 0002 0012

% 2.01 9.3- 7.8- 9.31- 7.81 6.3 0.5
ATLA 77002 88661 53861 96791 02542 00532 00002

% 5.01 9.61- 9.0 4.71 0.42 2.4- 9.41-
CB 1968 1378 8447 2687 03701 00011 00311

% 7.23- 5.0 7.41- 6.5 5.63 5.2 7.2
NAC 13468 09129 48129 62069 473521 001221* 003511*

% 2.7- 7.6 0.0 2.4 6.03 4.2- 6.5-

4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(

.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*
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)stinU(epyTybstratSgnisuoHelpitluM
8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002

FN dehcated-imeS 361 05 44 03 63 05 07
woR 02 9 32 63 24 06 05
tnemtrapA 181 97 77 421 942 562 082
latoT 463 831 441 091 723 573 004

IEP dehcated-imeS 82 23 64 65 46 04 04
woR 01 13 12 01 74 04 02
tnemtrapA 99 18 92 85 28 051 05
latoT 731 441 69 421 391 032 011

SN dehcated-imeS 092 812 662 822 352 052 522
woR 98 92 71 04 441 521 521
tnemtrapA 105 856 3921 3601 0121 0511 0521
latoT 088 509 6751 1331 7061 5251 0061

BN dehcated-imeS 601 431 311 411 681 051 091
woR 98 49 62 351 86 051 011
tnemtrapA 362 743 894 226 938 007 006
latoT 854 575 736 988 3901 0001 009

CQ dehcated-imeS 0391 6851 1921 9031 5581 5722 0071
woR 4701 4811 858 968 469 5221 009
tnemtrapA 9445 4717 7917 1138 67341 00041 00431
latoT 3548 4499 6439 98401 59171 00571 00061

NO dehcated-imeS 5754 5446 7617 6017 6886 0037 0056
woR 37001 52401 64801 96201 94811 00521 00511
tnemtrapA 5446 44901 12421 57261 84731 00271 00051
latoT 39012 41872 43403 05633 38423 00073 00033

NAM dehcated-imeS 131 09 25 15 86 57 57
woR 18 151 36 48 67 58 58
tnemtrapA 513 166 79 863 754 045 045
latoT 725 209 212 305 106 007 007

KS dehcated-imeS 471 551 841 611 241 561 021
woR 222 401 371 042 654 082 002
tnemtrapA 514 067 203 893 434 084 084
latoT 118 9101 326 457 2301 529 008

BLA dehcated-imeS 8241 0751 8151 7591 9682 0012 0002
woR 2151 4241 5451 9771 1352 0581 0081

tnemtrapA 5014 5675 8636 9665 4388 0567 0047
latoT 5407 9578 1349 5049 43241 00611 00211

.C.B dehcated-imeS 8121 618 588 619 5221 0531 0041
woR 7112 4441 5761 6861 5032 0562 0082
tnemtrapA 5097 8135 0144 0776 5637 0018 0058
latoT 04211 8757 0796 2739 59801 00121 00721

NAC dehcated-imeS 34001 69011 03511 38811 48531 55731 02321
woR 78251 59841 74251 66151 28481 56981 09571
tnemtrapA 87652 78713 29623 85693 49574 53205 00574
latoT 80015 87775 96495 70766 06697 00038* 00477*

.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC:ecruoS
.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*
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selaseRlaitnediseRlatoT
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnastinu(

8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002
DLFN 8822 7342 3952 8082 4103 0092 0092

% 4.5 5.6 4.6 3.8 3.7 8.3- 0.0
IEP 5211 4811 6021 4321 1221 5221 5221

% 6.93 2.5 9.1 3.2 1.1- 3.0 0.0
SN 2508 7288 7758 1449 34201 0069 0039

% 4.6 6.9 8.2- 1.01 5.8 3.6- 1.3-
BN 8093 6734 4254 9774 9805 0525 5745

% 8.0- 0.21 4.3 6.5 5.6 2.3 3.4
EUQ 29154 29794 55735 02616 10017 00516 00006

% 0.4 2.01 0.8 6.41 2.51 4.31- 4.2-
TNO 364831 956841 851741 813261 604771 000071 000061

% 5.1- 4.7 0.1- 3.01 3.9 2.4- 9.5-
NAM 26701 76801 21601 04411 09901 00801 00501

% 7.3- 0.1 3.2- 8.7 9.3- 7.1- 8.2-
KSAS 8608 3508 2557 1797 3397 0057 0057

% 3.3- 2.0- 2.6- 5.5 5.0- 5.5- 0.0
ATLA 38334 48624 11334 98984 24015 00094 00074

% 7.0- 6.1- 5.1 1.31 2.4 0.4- 1.4-
CB 01925 48085 97145 45596 73728 00087 00077

% 4.22- 8.9 7.6- 4.82 0.91 7.5- 3.1-
**NAC 151413 369433 764333 451083 676024 008593* 009083*

% 8.4- 6.6 4.0- 0.41 7.01 5.4- 1.4-

,.cnIaerAnotcirederFehtfodraoBetatsElaeRdnanoitaicossAetatsElaeRnaidanaC:ecruoS
.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC

.tsaceroF)F(
secnivorp01roferaslatotadanaC**.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*

ecirPelaseRlaitnediseRegarevA
)egnahctnecreplaunnadnasrallod(

8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002
DLFN 41519 95349 52599 673401 180311 000021 000521

% 8.0- 1.3 5.5 9.4 3.8 1.6 2.4
IEP 77597 83128 48828 69678 71159 00069 00079

% 9.7- 2.3 9.0 8.5 5.8 9.0 0.1
SN 51079 826201 938901 584511 966621 005231 000531

% 3.0 8.5 0.7 1.5 7.9 6.4 9.1
BN 84958 27088 42619 74959 921001 863101 067201

% 4.1- 5.2 0.4 7.4 4.4 2.1 4.1
EUQ 749301 105701 062111 568511 405921 058831 005541

% 2.2 4.3 5.3 1.4 8.11 2.7 8.4
TNO 511761 940471 148381 753391 996012 000722 000042

% 7.1 1.4 6.5 2.5 0.9 7.7 7.5
NAM 91468 32468 48878 29139 93669 00589 000001

% 2.1 0.0 7.1 0.6 7.3 9.1 5.1
KSAS 77578 69319 74049 01389 792101 000501 000701

% 3.4 4.4 9.2 5.4 0.3 7.3 9.1
ATLA 509231 126931 852641 737351 352071 000671 000581

% 4.6 1.5 8.4 1.5 7.01 4.3 1.5
CB 640212 382512 173122 228222 778832 000542 000752

% 8.3- 5.1 8.2 7.0 2.7 6.2 9.4
**NAC 393251 081851 590461 619171 861881 006991* 004902*

% 5.1- 8.3 7.3 8.4 5.9 3.5 9.4

,.cnIaerAnotcirederFehtfodraoBetatsElaeRdnanoitaicossAetatsElaeRnaidanaC:ecruoS
.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC

.tsaceroF)F(
secnivorp01roferaslatotadanaC**.gnidnuoroteudddatonseodlatoT*
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tnemyolpmE
)egnahctnecreplaunna(

8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002

DLFN 6.2 5.5 2.0- 3.3 3.1 5.1 0.2

IEP
9.1 5.1 3.5 0.2 1.2 5.1 5.1

SN 8.3 4.2 7.2 9.0 2.1 0.1 8.0

BN 3.2 3.3 8.1 0.0- 3.3 8.1 2.2

EUQ 7.2 3.2 4.2 1.1 4.3 3.2 4.2

TNO 3.3 6.3 2.3 5.1 8.1 6.2 7.2

NAM 9.1 3.1 2.2 6.0 6.1 3.1 3.1

KSAS 3.1 8.0 0.1 6.2- 0.2 3.1 2.1

ATLA 9.3 5.2 3.2 8.2 6.2 6.2 6.2

CB 1.0 9.1 2.2 3.0- 6.1 9.1 4.2

NAC 7.2 8.2 6.2 1.1 2.2 3.2 4.2

.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC,adanaCscitsitatS:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(

etaRtnemyolpmenU
)tnecrep(

8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002

DLFN 0.81 9.61 7.61 1.61 9.61 5.61 6.51

IEP 8.31 4.41 0.21 9.11 1.21 1.21 9.11

SN 5.01 6.9 1.9 7.9 6.9 6.9 8.9

BN 2.21 2.01 0.01 2.11 4.01 3.01 0.01

EUQ 3.01 3.9 4.8 7.8 6.8 6.8 7.8

TNO 2.7 3.6 7.5 3.6 1.7 8.6 6.6

NAM 5.5 6.5 9.4 0.5 2.5 0.5 8.4

KSAS 7.5 1.6 2.5 8.5 7.5 3.5 9.4

ATLA 6.5 7.5 0.5 6.4 3.5 0.5 9.4

CB 8.8 3.8 2.7 7.7 5.8 4.8 8.7

NAC 3.8 6.7 8.6 2.7 7.7 5.7 3.7

.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC,adanaCscitsitatS:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(
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*noitargiMteNlatoT
)snosrep(

8991 9991 0002 1002 )E(2002 )F(3002 )F(4002

DLFN 4287- 3443- 6774- 6543- 0013- 0082- 0012-

IEP 811 454 33 336 575 516 046

SN 281 4353 0121- 613- 576 055 0

BN 1432- 0911 7891- 709- 057 0021 0511

EUQ 4142 5659 62411 83102 00302 00512 00032

TNO 04347 429501 114931 375541 511421 000501 000011

NAM 5661- 053 989- 4162- 0011- 009- 009-

KSAS 2201- 4485- 7737- 8377- 0018- 0026- 0025-

ATLA 41454 53952 83623 09353 05353 00223 00203

CB 54701 93302 60581 43613 00372 00253 00583

**NAC 163021 400851 576581 733812 567691 563681 092591

.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC,2002etamitsECHMC,adanaCscitsitatS:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(.etamitsE)E(

.stnedisertnenamrep-nondna,noitargimlanoitanretni,noitargimlaicnivorpretnifomuS*
.tuvanuNdna,seirotirreTtsewhtroN,nokuYsedulcxE**

tcudorPcitsemoDssorGlaeR
)egnahctnecreplaunna(

8991 9991 0002 1002 2002 )F(3002 )F(4002

DLFN 9.6 4.6 0.5 2.1 0.8 0.4 0.2

IEP 0.4 1.4 5.3 3.0 0.3 5.2 7.2

SN 8.3 5.5 4.2 4.2 0.3 8.2 2.2

BN 9.3 1.6 1.2 6.0 3.3 0.3 5.3

EUQ 2.3 6.5 0.5 2.1 8.3 1.3 4.3

TNO 9.4 6.7 8.4 2.1 4.3 3.3 6.3

NAM 8.4 2.2 8.2 4.1 3.3 5.3 5.3

KSAS 2.4 8.0 3.3 0.2- 2.2 5.2 2.2

ATLA 6.4 6.1 9.5 9.2 0.3 5.4 2.4

CB 5.1 5.2 3.4 9.0 0.2 7.2 5.3

NAC 1.4 4.5 5.4 5.1 4.3 2.3 5.3

.4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC,adanaCscitsitatS:ecruoS
.tsaceroF)F(
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srotacidnItekraMlacoL

natiloporteMsusneC
aerA

latoT
gnisuoh
strats

-elgniS
dehcated

gnisuoh
strats

weN
gnisuoh

,xedniecirp
%launna

.ghc
SLM MT elas s

SLM MT

egareva
cirp e

latneR
etarycnacav
foserutcurts

+stinu3

airotciV 2002 4431 978 6.3 9607 305242 5.1

)F(3002 0541 019 3.4 5756 000262 8.1

)F(4002 0751 519 1.3 0076 005962 2.1

revuocnaV 2002 79131 0894 5.2 90943 374103 4.1

)F(3002 00441 0035 0.4 00023 005213 6.1

)F(4002 00651 0085 0.3 00533 000323 5.1

drofstobbA 2002 8301 855 an an an 0.2

)F(3002 0011 085 an 0532 000922 3.2

)F(4002 0511 026 an 0542 000532 5.2

notnomdE 2002 18521 0686 2.7 32951 561051 7.1

)F(3002 0579 0575 0.4 05251 000851 5.2

)F(4002 0058 0005 5.3 00051 000661 5.2

yraglaC 2002 93341 3149 2.5 45052 850891 9.2

)F(3002 05221 0528 5.4 05122 005902 2.3

)F(4002 00021 0008 5.3 00022 000712 5.2

nootaksaS 2002 9841 196 5.1 1492 999811 7.3

)F(3002 0501 007 0.2 0082 000321 0.2

)F(4002 0011 007 0.2 0082 000521 0.2

anigeR 2002 156 405 7.3 7182 157001 9.1

)F(3002 057 055 0.2 0062 000301 9.1

)F(4002 008 006 0.2 0562 000501 9.1

gepinniW 2002 1281 8251 6.2 1889 45089 2.1

)F(3002 0561 0521 5.2 0089 000001 0.1

)F(4002 0061 0521 0.2 0579 005201 2.1

yaBrednuhT 2002 791 391 0.1 4121 563411 7.4

)F(3002 042 002 0.1 0521 424611 7.3

)F(4002 082 012 0.1 8821 257811 0.3

yrubduS 2002 892 292 0.1 1302 628011 1.5

)F(3002 613 013 0.1 3412 151411 7.4

)F(4002 033 023 0.1 0522 641811 0.4

rosdniW 2002 0942 6271 5.0 8394 656941 9.3

)F(3002 0162 0081 7.0 5874 294551 5.3

)F(4002 5912 5261 6.0 5664 326061 5.2

nodnoL 2002 4062 9691 9.2 0928 547241 0.2

)F(3002 0572 0071 6.2 5267 000941 3.2

)F(4002 0032 0551 2.2 5717 000451 6.2

renehctiK 2002 0314 7003 1.4 3525 955771 3.2

)F(3002 0593 0082 1.3 0505 524681 0.2

)F(4002 0093 0552 0.4 0574 418491 9.1

aragaiN-senirahtaC.tS
2002 7131 2301 9.1 0595 917441 4.2

)F(3002 0641 0511 5.2 0055 002151 1.2

)F(4002 0031 0701 5.2 0025 005551 0.2

notlimaH 2002 3083 9522 3.4 28421 244381 6.1

)F(3002 0093 0512 5.5 05711 005291 4.1

)F(4002 0073 0012 6.3 05701 000002 4.1

otnoroT 2002 50834 51122 4.3 70147 579572 5.2

)F(3002 00054 00002 2.4 00007 000592 0.3

)F(4002 00004 00081 5.3 00056 000013 2.3
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srotacidnItekraMlacoL

natiloporteMsusneC
aerA

latoT
gnisuoh
strats

-elgniS
dehcated

gnisuoh
strats

weN
gnisuoh

xedniecirp
%launna

.ghc
SLM MT elas s

SLM MT

egareva
cirp e

latneR
etarycnacav
foserutcurtS

+stinu3

awahsO 2002 0943 5592 an 0258 301402 3.2

)F(3002 5233 0082 an 5738 005812 5.2

)F(4002 0103 0042 an 0508 000722 1.2

notsgniK 2002 018 577 an 6463 314441 0.1

)F(3002 058 057 an 0014 000641 9.0

)F(4002 039 097 an 0534 006941 8.0

awattO 2002 6977 7083 7.7 49821 117002 9.1

)F(3002 0086 0023 0.5 00321 005212 6.1

)F(4002 0026 0003 0.4 00131 001812 5.1

uaenitaG 2002 3552 4751 7.7 3283 557211 5.0

)F(3002 0072 0002 0.7 0063 000611 8.0

)F(4002 0032 0061 0.3 0053 000811 5.1

laértnoM 2002 45502 61401 8.5 13964 985341 7.0

)F(3002 00522 00801 5.5 00043 000071 0.1

)F(4002 00002 00001 5.5 00023 000081 5.1

serèiviR-siorT 2002 916 052 .a.n 2351 36357 0.3

)F(3002 044 062 .a.n 008 00508 7.2

)F(4002 024 072 .a.n 008 00528 0.3

ekoorbrehS 2002 758 614 .a.n 8712 839501 8.1

)F(3002 018 033 .a.n 0011 005711 3.1

)F(4002 056 003 .a.n 0001 000211 8.1

cebéuQ 2002 2824 7232 3.4 1778 726201 3.0

)F(3002 0005 0042 0.7 0086 000311 5.0

)F(4002 0054 0052 0.5 0086 005811 0.1

erèiuqnoJ-imituocihC 2002 695 452 .a.n 6341 28938 9.4

)F(3002 553 032 a.n 529 00039 5.5

)F(4002 592 032 a.n 549 05759 2.5

nhoJtniaS 2002 793 833 1.2 5051 445301 3.6

)F(3002 064 063 1.0 5251 000601 5.6

)F(4002 525 573 1.0 0551 000801 5.4

xafilaH 2002 0133 5681 6.3 7866 737841 7.2

)F(3002 0003 0061 0.3 5226 005651 0.2

)F(4002 0062 0021 2.2 0595 000951 8.1

s'nhoJ.tS 2002 0531 3901 3.4 3982 626411 7.2

)F(3002 5231 0001 8.5 0082 000121 5.2

)F(4002 0031 059 0.5 0082 000621 0.2

nwotettolrahC 2002 164 292 7.0 1221 41131 3.2

)F(3002 574 572 0.1 005 000611 0.3

)F(4002 573 052 0.1 525 000711 0.3

SAERAORTEMLLA
2002 971251 86348 7.3 698413 7.1

)F(3002 666051 50497 2.4 876482 9.1

)F(4002 034931 57147 5.3 892772 0.2

4002-3002tsaceroFCHMC,adanaCscitsitatS,sdraobetatselaerlacoL,noitaicossAetatsElaeRnaidanaC,CHMC:ecruoS
elbaliavatonatad:.a.n
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srotacidnIgnisuoHrojaM
setaRlaunnAdetsujdAyllanosaeS

)egnahctnecrepylretrauqdnaslevel(
2Q:10 3Q:10 4Q:10 1Q:20 2Q:20 3Q:20 4Q:20 1Q:30

gnisuohweN
sdnasuoht,stinu,stimrepgnidliuB 5.061 9.751 7.671 6.502 5.112 1.612 6.512 3.112

% 2.0 6.1- 9.11 4.61 9.2 2.2 2.0- 0.2-

sdnasuoht,latot,stratsgnisuoH 1.561 1.751 3.271 0.802 8.791 5.502 6.112 2.222

% 4.4 8.4- 7.9 7.02 9.4- 9.3 0.3 0.5

sdnasuoht,selgnis,stratsgnisuoH 9.19 6.49 2.401 6.421 3.421 8.421 3.921 2.421

% 1.3- 9.2 1.01 6.91 2.0- 4.0 6.3 9.3-

,selpitlum,stratsgnisuoH sdnasuoht 2.37 5.26 1.86 4.38 5.37 7.08 3.28 0.89

% 5.51 6.41- 0.9 5.22 9.11- 8.9 0.2 1.91

,latot,snoitelpmocgnisuoH
sdnasuoht

%

001=2991,xedniecirpesuohweN 4.401 2.501 9.501 6.601 9.701 3.901 6.011 .a.n

% 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 2.1 3.1 2.1 .a.n

gnisuohgnitsixE
sdnasuoht,stinu,selaserSLM 4.373 1.283 3.124 7.954 6.114 1.204 3.904 0.104

% 6.8 3.2 3.01 1.9 5.01- 3.2- 8.1 0.2-

C$,ecirpelaseregarevaSLM
sdnasuoht 3.071 4.471 8.571 1.381 9.781 7.981 6.291 9.791

% 5.2 4.2 8.0 2.4 6.2 0.1 5.1 7.2

tekramegagtroM
snoillibC$,gnidnatstuosegagtroM 9.544 3.354 0.164 7.864 7.774 0.784 8.594 .a.n

% 2.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 9.1 9.1 8.1 .a.n

snoillibC$,slavorppaegagtroM

%

*tnecrep,etaregagtromraey-1 37.6 30.6 07.4 08.4 05.5 33.5 30.5 50.5

*tnecrep,etaregagtromraey-5 76.7 05.7 78.6 50.7 73.7 58.6 08.6 36.6

**tnemtsevnilaitnediseR
snoillib7991$,latoT 0.74 9.74 5.05 6.45 4.45 5.65 9.75 .a.n

% 8.0- 0.2 3.5 1.8 3.0- 8.3 6.2 .a.n

snoillib7991$,weN 1.32 6.32 3.52 0.82 7.82 7.03 6.13 .a.n

% 8.1- 3.2 5.7 5.01 5.2 9.6 9.2 .a.n

snoillib7991$,snoitaretlA 4.61 4.61 5.61 9.61 2.71 5.71 9.71 .a.n

% 4.2- 3.0 3.0 7.2 4.1 1.2 2.2 .a.n

snoillib7991$,stsocrefsnarT 5.7 9.7 5.8 5.9 4.8 2.8 4.8 .a.n

% 0.6 6.4 8.8 7.01 7.01- 7.2- 2.2 .a.n

001=7991,rotalfeD 5.801 0.901 1.011 9.111 0.311 7.311 2.511 .a.n

% 1.1 4.0 1.1 6.1 0.1 6.0 3.1 .a.n

.noitaicossAetatsElaeRnaidanaC,adanaCfoknaB,adanaCscitsitatS,CHMC:secruoS
.elbaliavatonataD.a.n

.setaregagtromraey-5dnaraey-1tpecxe,detsujdayllanosaeserasrotacidnillA*
,stsocnoisrevnoc,gnisuohtnenamrepwenrofsyaltuosedulcnitnemtsevnIlaitnediseR**

.stsocrefsnartdna,stsocyratnemelppus,stnemevorpmidnasnoitaretlafotsoc


